Intelligent Healthcare
IT Automation
?

Automate your IT testing,
improve accuracy, and save
tens of thousands of hours.

Welcome to the era of
intelligent test automation.
SureTest’s expert methodology,
combined with our unrivaled library
of test scripts, will emulate your
end-user experiences and validates
workflow integrity so quickly it will
revolutionize your entire approach
to system upgrades and new
implementations.

EHR and related system testing is a
tangled, messy burden that soaks time,
drains resources, and hurts morale —
a cost no health system can afford.
There’s just never been a reliable
way to simplify testing, until now.

Automate your entire EHR and related
system testing process and redeem
thousands of hours every year

Optimize Staff

Realize Optimal Efficiency

Improve Patient Care

More Testing, Better Quality,
Less Stress.

Eliminate Tens of Thousands of
Manual Testing Hours

Continuous Testing
Saves Lives

• SureTest eliminates >80% of manual
testing activities
• No more playing referee with
departments to secure resources
for testing
• Keep clinicians focused on
delivering care
• Free up staff time to focus on more
strategic initiatives
• Mitigates staff burnout and improves
employee morale and satisfaction

• SureTest works in the background
to dramatically reduce the length of
testing cycles
• Speeds path to go-live, upgrades and
ongoing optimization
• Keeps projects on schedule
• Continuously manages and monitors
automated testing
• Provides real-time audit documentation
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• SureTest accounts for every patient
journey and related workflow
• Automated (daily) testing of routine
fixes and enhancements
• Eliminates clunky workarounds
that invite risk
• Eliminates the risk of insufficient
testing — often caused by
competing priorities
• Keeps rigorous testing a priority
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FEATURES

The world’s most extensive collection
of automated test scripts is the linchpin
of our test automation solution. Our
library is the key to automation value,
and jump starts the speed of customized
development. What takes a health system
three years to develop internally, can be
executed in a few months.
It’s constantly updated and customized to
each workflow within your organization’s
departments to provide end-to-end
integrated and regression testing.

This powerful tool knows and emulates the
exact functions each team member needs
to employ for each use case and performs
them with astounding speed and precision
every time.
Free your team from the time-sucking
tedium of testing, allowing them to focus
on improving care for your community.

This methodology is the bedrock for each
test automation sequence we deploy.
It’s a rigorous framework carefully
developed by a team of seasoned healthcare
experts certified in all major EHRs and test
automation tools.
Our commitment to SureMethod means you
realize continuous testing, robust script
maintenance and real time reporting.

Freedom!
SureTest lets you free your clinicians and analysts to focus on improving lives.
Remove your EHR and related system testing burden with all its pain and
expense, and instantly improve the speed and integrity of your processes.
Experience the confidence of having the world’s finest testing specialists and
technology on your team and ready to go – now!
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